Pain News article guidelines
Thank you for your interest in writing an article for Pain News. We would be grateful if you
could adhere to the guidelines set out below.


Please submit in word format; times new roman, font size 12, max words 2500. If greater
please discuss with the Editor, longer articles are accepted if justified.



Pictures and imagery should be submitted as separate files ideally in JPG. Please ensure that
permission to use has been granted for any figures, images or pictures that will be
accompanying the article.



References should be quoted in numbers within [ ] square brackets without a space at end of
the quote (e.g. "... in this book[1], the author..."); Reference numbers should be consistent
from the beginning to the end in an order.



Keep the title short and succinct to attract the readers. Please give the author’s name,
position and place of work at the beginning; the corresponding author should have got
permission from other authors before sending it to the editor. If there is a need, the author
should have got permission from the patient. We recommend a summary of one to two lines
at start to give idea of the content of article.



Quotes should be identified within “ “, please put them in italics.



Use only one sub-heading. Tables and pictures should be given separately but quoted in the
article with reference as Table 1 or Picture 3 etc.



When submitting the article, please read the attached contributor permission form and email
the Editor, rajeshmunglani@gmail.com with the words "Yes, I agree".



By submitting you are agreeing to active editorial input to ensure conformity with house style
clarity, balance and a contribution towards reasoned debate with our readership in mind.



The decision of the Editor is final.



Please indicate in the submission which authors are members of the BPS. Preference for
publication is given to authors who are member of the BPS.
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